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5But really we are working on this 
type of stuff because it challenges us 
to get better at...
(i) composition of molecular parts
(ii) reliability of performance 
    (“noise”, evolution)
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~3 years and ~750 attempts...
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Note, not a formally bistable system
Works b/c we have two relatively 
nice A-to-D converters.
What else could you make with 
A-to-D converters?
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Hmm....
~1E31 phage 
per Earth...
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Could you 
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Jaschke et al., in press
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øX174 is known to have 11 CDSs.  
However, analysis suggests ~82 
ORFs of length 30+ codons with 
putative RBSs...
Going to try exploring “reverse 
negative” genomics.
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http://www.andyross.net/bill_joy.htm
“No matter who you are, most of the smartest 
people work for someone else” - Bill Joy (?)
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So what do you (we) do about it?
